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As the capacity of computing and experiment equipment grows at an unprecedented rate, the large-scale exper-
iments, simulations, and observations conducted by DOE scientists will soon produce exabytes of data easily [1].
Given that moving a petabyte of data takes 21 hours even at the rate of 100 Gb/s, it will be extremely difficult
for the scientists to access and share the huge amount of data without profound changes to the DOE
networks. In particular, scientific users would like to quickly visualize and analyze the data, ideally as the data is
produced. However, the data is often produced and stored at a few powerful facilities that may be far away [4].
Moreover, they would like to retrieve only the portion of the data they need, but there is no easy way to identify
the relevant data in big data files, so they typically have to transfer the entire data from an experiment, which
leads to much longer delay and unnecessary bandwidth consumption. Similarly, when a site wants to replicate data
for its users, it often needs to replicate the big data files instead of only the portion the users need.

The above inefficiencies stem from the following fundamental issue in today’s practice: shipping large files
using a host-based point-to-point communication model. First, applications have no easy way to identify
the needed data at a granularity most efficient for the network to transfer. Second, the network and transport layers
are designed to ship opaque data bytes from one address/process to another address/process, rather than getting the
data from anywhere that replicates the data. Finally, this model is inherently incompatible with today’s multiparty
scientific collaborations. A 2008 DOE workshop [2] pointed out that “underlying network service models will
have to extend beyond existing ‘point-to-point’ models, and support broader application-specific
topologies that can interconnect multiple user sites”. A 2014 DOE workshop [3] also identified the need for
research and developments to encompass multi-site, multi-domain connections.

The apparent incongruity leads us to pose this what-if question: what would the research challenges be
if the network service model changes from “delivering packets to given destination addresses” to
“getting the desired data”? Envision a network where users (applications) can specify exactly what data they
need and the network will find the data from any repository, cache, or device that has a copy of the data. This can
make data distribution and sharing among computing/experiment facilities and user sites much more efficient. In
fact, a limited version of this is provided by today’s web and content distribution networks (CDNs). The question is
whether this service model can be implemented at the network layer to support all applications and users (including
extreme-scale scientific applications). Below are a few research challenges and opportunities:

(a) How to scale routing so that the network can find the right data without maintaining an entry for each piece
of data? This is related to how the data is named and how adaptive the forwarding plane is.

(b) How to control congestion? There is no longer a concept of flows (between two end points) in this model.
Conventional TCP congestion control schemes that are based on flows may no longer apply. Each piece of data
that a user needs is independently retrieved from anywhere that the copy of data exists. Along with the challenges,
there are also new opportunities. For example, the network may play a more active role in relieving congestion as
it has more information about data – it can cache more popular data and slow down data requests.

(c) How to reserve resources for data transfer? In the current DOE networks, users are able to reserve bandwidth
on-demand for their data transfer using a separate signaling protocol (MPLS-TE). In the new model, the focus
is on data, so the goal is to give the requested data more resources and higher priority. It would be ideal if such
information can be encoded in data requests from users so that no special signaling protocol is necessary and all
necessary resources (bandwidth, computation and storage) are reserved with the same data request.
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